We prove that the class of all locally finite-dimensional TychonofT spaces and other related classes have universal elements.
Introduction and definitions
In this paper all spaces are at least TychonofT, x denotes an infinite cardinal, N the set of positive integers, / the unit interval [0, 1], wX and ßX the weight and Stone-Cech compactification of a topological space A, respectively, and dim A the covering dimension of A defined in terms of cozero covers. For standard results and notation in General Topology and Dimension Theory we refer to [5, 6, 12] . A space A is called locally finite dimensional if it has an open cover {Gx: Xe A} with dimG^ < co for each Xe A [7, 13] . In view of the known fact that dim G < dim A whenever G is a cozero set of A [see, e.g., 3, Proposition 1], A is locally finite dimensional iff it has a cozero cover {Gx: Xe A} with dimG^ < co for each X in A . We write locdimA < « if
A has an open (or, equivalently, cozero) cover {G^: X e A} with dim6^ < « for each X in A . If A is a normal space, since dimZ < dim A if Z is either closed or cozero in A, then loc dim X < « iff A has an open cover {GÁ : X e A} with dim Gx< « for each X in A, which is the original definition of loc dim [4] . Following [10] , if /: A -» Y is continuous, by W(f) we denote the smallest cardinal a for which there exists a space Z of weight a and an embedding g : X -y Y x. Z with / = nog, where n denotes the canonical projection from Y x Z onto Y .
In this paper we establish the existence of universal spaces for several classes of locally finite-dimensional spaces, in particular, for (i) the class of all locally finite-dimensional spaces and (ii) the class of all locally finite-dimensional spaces that can be mapped by some continuous function / with W(f) < x into a metrizable space of weight a . This seems to provide an affirmative answer to Pasynkov's Question 12 in [11] .
The results on universal spaces follow from certain factorization theorems that are given in §2 and are corollaries of the factorization theorem for Dim, the covering dimension function for uniform spaces introduced in [ 
Factorization theorems
In the following result, which is proved in [3] , W(X) denotes the weight of a uniform space A .
Theorem 1. Let f: X -► Y be a uniformly continuous function between uniform spaces and {Xk: X < x} a collection ofsubspaces of X with W(Y) <x . Then there exists a uniformly continuous g: X -► YxT such that nog = f, where n is the projection of Y x Ix onto Y, and T>img(Xx) < Dim Xx for each X < x . Proof. Let A be equipped with its Stone-Cech uniformity. Y can be embedded in V and will be considered to be endowed with the subspace uniformity inherited from V so that W(Y) < x . Now / is uniformly continuous and Theorem 1 supplies a uniformly continuous g : X -* Z such that n o g = f, where n is the projection from Z = Y x V to Y, and T>ixng(Xf) < DimAf or each X < x . The result follows if we let « = n since each Xx and g(Xk) is Lindelöf and dim Z = Dim Z if Z is Lindelöf.
A similar argument establishes the following result, which generalizes Theorem 3 of [1] and Theorem 1 of [9] , where only normal spaces are considered. Recall that Y is said to be z-embedded in A if every cozero subset of Y is of the form Y C\G for some cozero set G of A . Closed subspaces of normal spaces and cozero or Lindelöf subspaces of arbitrary spaces are z-embedded. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
We call a space strongly locally finite dimensional if it has a cozero cover {C7;: / e N} with dimG¡ < i . Every metric locally finite-dimensional space is strongly locally finite dimensional [7] , but this is not always true in the class of normal spaces. We may clearly take Z = g(A) and the result follows as it can be verified that g(Gj) = h~ (n~ (0,1]), where ni denotes the projection of Y x I onto its (/' + 1) th factor, so that {g(G¡): i e N} is a cozero cover of Z with dims(C7.)</ .
Universal spaces
From Proposition 3 and a straightforward application of a method due to Pasynkov [8] follows a known result for locally finite-dimensional metric spaces. This was first established by different methods by Wenner [13] for separable metric spaces and by Luxemburg [7] for arbitrary metric spaces. and Fan = g~'[l/«, 1], « e N, a < x, it is not difficult to see that g(Fan) is compact and {¿?(77Q"): n e N, a < x} is a cozero cover of g(X) with g(Han)
compact. Hence g (A) is locally compact.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Only minor adjustments of the same proof suffice to establish the following two results. In the first case, {Ha : a < x} can be taken to be countable and, in the second case, n(a) a fixed integer « . Proposition 6. The class of all strongly locally finite-dimensional spaces of weight < x has a universal element that is a-compact and locally compact. Proposition 7. The class of all spaces with loc dim < « and weight < x has a universal element that is locally compact.
We can, in fact, improve the last result as follows.
Proposition 8. The class of all spaces with loc dim < « and weight < x has a universal element Z which is compact with dim Z < « .
Proof. Let Y be the universal element provided by Proposition 7 and let Z = Y U {oo} be the one-point compactification of Y . If F is a closed set of Z disjoint from oo , then F is a compact subspace of Y so that dim F < loc dim Y < « . This and the normality of Z imply dim Z < « [4] , and the result follows.
The same conclusion can be reached through the following result, which is of some interest, and the fact that the class of spaces of weight < x and dim < « has a compact universal element [8] . For the rest of our results we need a lemma and a simplified version of [3, Theorem 9] . Recall that bwX is the smallest cardinal x for which there exists a continuous f:X-yM with M metrizable and W(f) = x [10] . Lemma 2. Let X be a locally finite-dimensional space with bwX < x . Then X has a cover of cardinality < x consisting of cozero sets with dim < oo . Proof. We can consider A as a subspace of M x V for some metrizable M . Let {GXl: : X e A, i e N} be a er-discrete base of M and {Ua : a < x} a base of f consisting of cozero sets. For each i and « in N, let Va ¡ n be the union of all sets (Gx¡ x Ua) n A that are contained in some cozero set of A with dim < « . Each va iH is the disjoint union of open sets with dim < « . Hence dim Va ¡ n < n and evidently {Va ¡ n : a < x, i ', n € TV} is the required cover of A . . It follows that, since f: X -* Y is perfect, the same is true of g: X -* g(X), n: g(X) -> Y and 7i: g(Hn) -► n~ (0,1]. Hence g(Ha) is Cech-complete and paracompact. Finally, if a: Y -y M denotes natural projection, it is readily seen that the composite of n: g(Fan) -y Y with a is perfect and uniformly continuous and, by Theorem 2, dim#(FtJ < Dimg(Fnn) < n(a) for each « in N and a < x . By the countable sum theorem for dim, dimg(Ha) < n(a), and it is now clear that Z = \Ja<x g(Ha) is a universal element of f which is locally Cech-complete and paracompact. As with Proposition 5, two more results have almost the same proof. We first point out that a slightly stronger condition is satisfied by Z . Let a, , The last result can be rephrased as follows. Recall that pwX is the supremum of all cardinals a for which there exists a map from A onto a metrizable space of weight a [10] . Proposition 13. The class of all strongly locally finite-dimensional spaces with bw < x and pw < 8 has a universal element which is a Cech-complete paracompact p-space.
Proof. It suffices to prove that for the universal space Z of Proposition 12, pwZ < 8 . This is true because Z can be mapped by a perfect map onto a metric space of weight < 8 [10, Proposition 2].
Consider a locally finite-dimensional normal and countably paracompact space A such that dim F = loc dim F for every closed subset F of A . Let {/7(: / e N} be an open cover of A with loc dim 77 < i . This has a closed shrinking {F¡ : i e N}, and if G¡ is a cozero set of A with F c G¡ C H¡ then G i is the countable union of closed sets of A with dim = loc dim < i . By the countable sum theorem, dim G¡ < i, and hence A is strongly locally finite dimensional. Thus, Propositions 6 and 13 generalize the results of Bobkov quoted in [11] .
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